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Technology,
craftsmanship
and
common sense
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With Ansuz Acoustics you will get the opportunity
to bring your high-end sound system to perform at the highest level.
All Ansuz Acoustics products are developed on the basis
of a deeper understanding of the challenges encountered
with a top of the game sound system when it comes to electrical,
electronic and mechanical connections.
To create the ideal interface for music is not so much about using
high-tech materials in an advanced way.
It’s much more about an understanding of how the components
interact, and in what way the signals, currents and vibrations move.
At Ansuz Acoustics we know, and it can be heard.
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Ansuz Acoustics cables
– the harmony between the best sound components.
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Resonance control
and mechanical grounding.
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6 quality levels
– five strong nomenies to the ultimate.

PRODUCED WITH PRIDE BY DANISH CRAFTSMEN

THE 6 TH LEVEL

NEW

D·tc - the new flagship line of products from Ansuz Acoustics
The series consist of a full cable loom and a range of mechanical
decoupling devices.
The Ansuz d·tc cables has been created using all the know-how
gathered in the Ansuz group. We continue to utilize the Ansuz
technologies DGC (Direct Ground Connector Technology),
DIHC (Double Inverted Helix Coil technology) and NSC (Noise
Suppressing Coil technology) - and on top of that we have
added further groundbreaking technologies such as dynamically
charged dieletrikum and the active Tesla Coil in the new unique
Ansuz d·tc cable concept.
The performance is stellar. There is simply less filter between
you and the music. The micro details are simply better preserved and presented to you in a natural way that leaves you
stunned that a cable can have such a stunning influence on the
performance of your system.
Many years of working with high-end sound has taught us that
superior grounding, low inductance and less stray capacitance
are important in creating optimum conditions for achieving
good performing connections between your audio components,
those is still very valid focus areas. But the new d·tc line of cables has also taught us that the migration of charge in an out of
the dielectricum has a huge influence on the way cables interacts with the low level micro details in the music signal. When
making the connection with the d·tc cables you will be stunned
with the amount of previously unheard natural micro details
present in your recordings.
Using the d·tc signal cables requires a special power unit sold
separately - connector wires comes with the signal cable.
Ansuz d·tc are beautiful designed, just like other Ansuz products - the new technologies melts in with nice organic shapes
leaving you with an high aesthetic and superior product - with
the best from Ansuz and then some.

P
- With the implementation of the Ansuz core technologies
DGC and DIHC, the cables of the POM-series offer
a performance at the highest audiophile level
– a daunting opponent for the world’s reference cables.

A
-The ALUMINIUM-series is a full range of cables,
resonance absorbers, and more. All Ansuz A-level
products come with anodized aluminum details, which are
resonance adjusting. And, of course, all A-level products are
based on Ansuz’ unique DGC and DIHC technologies.

C
- The complete CERAMIC-series is easily recognizable,
because of the hard-anodized aluminum units, which you will
find are engraved with serial numbers on all the cables.
With the C-series, we’ve introduced the powerful
NSC technology in addition to the DGC and
DIHC technologies – a combination that is hard to beat
performance wise!

D
- With the DIAMOND-series, we’ve combined all of our
technologies – DGC, DIHC and NSC
- with our best materials and the best mechanical
qualities available. Nothing has been spared in order to
offer you a higher reference level than what has been
possible to experience up until now.
The precision-turned aluminum items have received a
special surface treatment all in order to ensure the
unique tonal characteristics of the D-series cables.

the essentials
SIGNATURER:

Mechanical grounding

The cables are essential for any sound system, because they set the level of quality you can get out of your system.
With Ansuz cables you can unleash the full potential of your sound system.

SORT = ANSUZ FOKUS
GRØN = GROUND
GRÅ = ENHEDER/INVENTAR
RØD = MEKANISK STØJ/VIB.
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SIGNATURER:

SPEAKER

Another important issue in regard to optimizing your sound system, is internal mechanical
noise and vibrations. The innovative construction of the Ansuz DARKZ Decouplers has
proved to solve this problem, leading vibrations
away from any electronic component and minimizes unwanted noise.

Mechanical grounding
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GRÅ = ENHEDER/INVENTAR
RØD = MEKANISK STØJ/VIB.
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A complete interface for electrical grounding
Connecting the Ansuz PE in “Daisy-chain”

A complete mechanical grounding setup
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DGC technology ®
MAINZ A8/D8 2

One of the factors, that we have learned is
essential for a great result, is to ensure that the
whole system is properly grounded. Ansuz
cables include technologies that ensure the best
possible grounding.

DIHC technology ®

MAINZ A8/D8

Direct Ground Connector Technology

Powerful center conductor that provides
the best possible ground connection for
your components.

Ansuz Darkz and Darkz TC - noise cancelation

SPEAKER

Double Inverted Helix Coil technology
AMPLIFIER

Cable winding technology with
windings in reversed directions.
Minimizes inductance drastically.
POWER
OUTLET

MAINZ A8/D8

Connecting the Ansuz PE in “Daisy-chain”
GROUND CONNECTOR CABLE
POWER
OUTLET

NSC technology ®
Noise Suppressing Coil technology

Coil technology that very efficiently
suppresses electrical noise.

Sonically,
a breath of fresh air
Finally, we can satisfy a large group of music
lovers and hi-fi enthusiasts who have felt that
an Ansuz set-up was a greater investment,
than they were willing to take. Even with the
strong price/performance ratio of the X-series,
the compromises are nearly non-existent.

All the cables in the range are assembled by
skilled professionals in Denmark.

emerged in recent years at an economically
attractive level.

Sonically, the X-series is a breath of fresh air.
The X-cables are a perfect match to the many
musical systems and speakers which have

The X-series’ power cable, signal cable, and
speaker cable have the energy, drive and detail
that a good sound system deserves.
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SOUND OPTIMIZATION
Ansuz Acoustics has developed a complete range of products, which can
create the ideal environment, beneficial for the performance of your high-end components.

1
Ansuz Mainz8 power distributor can be seen as the heart of an optimized system.
The Mainz8 features star grounding and the unique Ansuz Sparkz technology.
The Mainz8 will definitely improve your listening environment.
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2
Ansuz Darkz resonance control and mechanical grounding.
A significant upgrade from standard-mounted component feet.
Darkz are available in 3 levels and 3 models for components, loudspeakers and cables.
They are also available for fixed mounting under the speakers.

NEW

NEW: The Darkz d·tc discs are made of a heavy and unique composite material.
This material is processed in a particle accelerator where an extremely hard and dense surface structure,
containing Diamond, is created.
The heavy core of composite material gives the Darkz d·tc an impressive weight of 216 grams (7.6 oz).
The weight and the special coating make this resonance control capable of eliminating
all disturbing vibrations from your music system.

3
Ansuz Sparkz TC harmonizer – when connected to the power source, it will create a harmonious
atmosphere for your components and listening environment - it can be heard and felt.
The effect can be enhanced with additional Sparkz or SparkzTC.
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THE ANSUZ TEAM
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